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University of Nairobi, School of Business Administration and Academic Facilities Block at 

Lower Kabete. 

Last week, the University of Nairobi celebrated its 50
th

 graduation ceremony that remarkably had 

an astounding conferment of 73 PhDs (plus last academic year), over 2000 Masters and more 

than 5000 bachelors degree. One can notice, without great efforts, the increase in number of PhD 

holders that the University has produced this academic year; which was 60. An extra Doctor of 

Science makes it 61. 

That’s not all. When you trickle down to take a keen look at each College’s contribution to that 

impressive figure, and further scrutinize individual Schools; one thing is inevitable. The 

impressive performance of the School of Business from College of Humanities and social 

Sciences. 

If we are to rate in terms of contribution in numbers of PhD graduands this year (2013/2014), the 

School of Business has a dazzling 13, of the 60.  In essence, they grab a colossal 21.6% and the 

rest of the Schools share the remaining bit. School of Economics follows it, albeit faintly, with 

roughly 11.6%. 

http://business.uonbi.ac.ke/node/2909


This is a clear indication that it is still the ruler in terms of research and generation of knowledge 

to improve the economic status of the nation. It is equally an indicator to illustrate how the 

School is positively shaping Kenya’s human resource capital. Besides, such performance makes 

it the nucleus of exceptional minds in Kenya and East Africa; the preeminent place to have a 

rendezvous with distinguished minds. Being in the School of Business can guarantee a clear 

career growth in all aspects. 

The School's leadership has been validated by prominent ranking agencies and will 

unquestionably remain the first choice since most of the students and alumni discharge 

themselves with honorable comportment. 

 


